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A STUDY OP THE EFFECT UPON THE CELL Of ETHER, ML OF

MAU-UESIUM AUL CALCIUM, LURIHG HTMITTOIT.

Means of discovering the processes of plant activity

are limited. If a process may be held in check for a time, or

if a stimulus cause it to act with greater emphasis, v/e may "bring

it partially under our control by changing the factors so affect-

ing it, and in this way gain some knowledge of its working.

In the gradual decline of the life processes in starva-

tion, we find an opportunity to hold apart and to analyze physio-

logical conditions in a manner not possible when the cells are

well-fed and growing normally. Since here the supply of food is

a limiting factor an interesting subject of study is presented in

the changes and the translocation of food materials. In his study

of "inanition" Professor Hottes has shown that a seedling deprived

of reserve food substances makes use of material within the older

root cells to continue the growth of the embryonic parts. A seed-

ling of Vicia having the cotyledons removed and kept in the dark,

while other conditions are favorable to growth, develops new cells

and increases in length twenty to thirty millimeters by the trans-

portation of the plastic substances within the cells to the

meristematic regions.

9Zalaski has given proof in his study of "the action of

ether upon the trans formation of the albumen in etiolated embryos"

that ether stimulates the movement of albumen, causes diasmosis of

carbohydrates and of albumen, and brings about a regeneration of

albumen within the plant cells.
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Loew4 finds in his study of "the effects of lime and

magnesia upon plant growth" that magnesia serves as a vehicle for

the transportation of phosphoric acid, sulphur, and nitrogen, and

thus facilitates albumen formation, while calcium prevents an ex-

cess of magnesium or of oxalic acid and is necessary in the forma-

tion of nucleo-proteids. When both calcium and magnesium are

present in well "balanced proportions growth is aided very material-

ly.

In view of these facts my purpose is to find the effect

upon the cell of magnesium and calcium, and of ether, in the root-

tips of vicia faba during inanition.

In order to determine the effect of these reagents it

has been necessary to make a careful study of the normal root tip,

and also of the changes which, take place during the process of what

may be called "normal starvation".

Metho ds

Seeds of Vicia faba were soaked in water over night.

The next morning they were planted in moist sphagnum and left to

germinate. They were examined each day for mould, and, if neces-

sary, were removed, v/ashed in water, and replaced in the sphagnum

which had boen sterilized in boiling water*

Seedlings from two to six centimeters in length were

selected and the cotyledons carefully removed with a sharp scalpel.

The rootlets were measured and placed through numbered bits of

paper and through cotton net, allowing them to extend into the
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solutions contained in earthen liter jars. They were covered

with similar jars to exclude the light and kept at as nearly a

constant temperature as possible.

Measurements of growth were made from day to day, and

specimens were taken from the jars at stated intervals and fixed

in a solution composed of nine grams of corrosive sublimate, nine

cubic centimeters glacial acetic acid in three hundred cubic centi-

meters of seventy percent alcohol. The stain used was Haidenhain'

I ron-haemo toxalyn

.

One tenth normal solutions of calcium and magnesium

nitrates, and chlorides, and a saturated solution of ether were

made up as stock solutions, and from these, solutions which con-

tained varying quantities as will be designated in the description

of the several experiments, were made as required.

ITormal Tip

A study of the normal tip was made and carefully compar-

7 3
ed with the observations of Kosen and of Hof upon the root tip

of Vicia faba.

The formative region of the normal tip is composed of

compact, meristematic cells, many of which are in the process of

division. The resting cell of this region is filled v/ith foam-

like cytoplasm in which a nucleus occupying about one-third of the

cell space is embedded. Within the nucleus are one or two

nucleoli each surrounded by a clear space, or ,Thof". One vacuole

may usually be seen in a nucleolus, though three or four are some-
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times evident.

In the dividing cell the nucleus undergoes a series of

transformations. The chromatin "bodies increase in size and

arrange themselves along a linin thread, like a string of beads.

This chromatin-linin strand gradually flattens out and divides

lengthY/ise so that a clear space may he seen through much of its

length. The two halves then become segmented into chromosomes.

During the spireme stage the nuclear membrane remains unbroken and

two rather dense cone-like cytoplasmic masses appear at opposite

ends, or poles, of the nucleus forming the "anlago" of the mitotic

spindle. These cones develop into a mass of delicate threads,

focussing to two single points, bipolar, or to several points at

one or both ends, multipolar, and extending entirely across and

around the nucleus reaching from pole to pole, or connecting the

segmented chromosomes with the poles. The chromosomes have a J

form and arrange themselves for the nuclear plate after which they

are drawn toward the poles where they form the diaster. A cell

plate forms between the daughter nuclei and the spindle threads

disappear while the chromosomes re-combine into a second skein

stage. A nucleolus soon forms in each of the daughter nuclei and

the cell passes into the resting stage.

As the cells become older they become longer and broader

by deposition of material in the walls. Vacuoles appear in the

cytoplasm. The nucleolus divides into several nucleoli which

gradually become smaller. The nuclei of the xylem region are

large and spherical excepting those of cells forming tracheids

which lengthen and decrease in size. The nuclei of the bast
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A
region elongate somewhat and contain many nuclei

.

7
Koson believes that where two nucleoli lie together it

is hard to prove that these are not fusion forms. he also states

that the nucleus fated to divide shows only one nucleolus. The

fact that most of the older cells show several nucleoli v/ould

contradict the view that two nucleoli in a cell must necessarily

fuse. Otherwise the younger cells would contain several, and the

older cells hut one nucleolus. In several cases 1 have found

nuclei in the early prophase containing two nucleoli, which shows

that fusion of the nucleoli is not necessary "before division takes

place.

The cells of the cambium retain their ability to divide

and thus increase the size of the central cylinder by the product-

ion of secondary tissue. The resting nucleus of the differentiat-

ing region is composed of a compact linin network containing

chromatin bodies. As the embryonic character is lost the

chromatin bodies become less evident, and the linin substance be-

comes more prominent. In the cells in the process of forming

tracheal vessels, the nuclei disappear as the walls become

differentiated and the end walls absorbed.

Normally Starved Tip

My experiments upon the normally starved tip are a

repetition of those already performed by Professor Hottes. The

results obtained agree with his in most esrentials.

The root- tips were placed in tap-water and kept in the

dark at a fairly uniform temperature. Specimens were taken each
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third day until death ensued which usually took place after twenty

days. Daily measurements of the tips show that growth continued

until the fourth day, after which there was little if any increase

in length. Swellings due to the rudiments of lateral roots

appeared at irregular intervals along the root to within a centi-

meter of the tip. The initial length of tips used "by Professor

Hottes was about three centimeters and the maximum increase in

length was two centimeters. My tips varied in their initial length

some of them measuring six centimeters, and a growth of three centi-

meters occasionally too"-: place in these. Since the longer roots

furnish more food material which may he transported the growth is

correspondingly longer.

Microscopic examination of specimens taken after three

days of starvation shows that the region of elongation has in part

replaced the formative region, and hence, the latter is reduced

in extent. The amount of cytoplasm in all cells of the tip is

less than in the normal. The cytoplasm has lost its foamy con-

sistency in the formative region and the cells contain many

vacuoles. In the stele the vacuoles occupy the greater amount of

cell space, the cytoplasm having largely receded to the cell walls.

Extruded chromatin "bodies are visible in many of the cells, hut I

failed to Tind the protein bodies described by Professor Hottes,

my failure probably being due to the method of fixing and staining.

The resting nuclei of the formative region are somewhat

smaller, but the chromatin content about the same as in normal

cells. In the stele the resting nuclei are flattened and pressed

to the walls. nucleoli are smaller than in normal cells, and
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vacuoles in them arc rare. In the cells of epidermal regions and

in the older cells of the stele several nucleoli are found in a

single nucleus. Mitotic figures, slightly reduced in size,

appear in the formative region and in the camhial strands as in

normal tips.

After six days the cytoplasm is much reduced in quantity*

The nuclei of the formative region are in the corners of cells,

and those of the stele are flattened against the lateral cell walls*

Nucleoli have increased in numher hut decreased in size. Mitotic

figures have entirely disappeared from the mcristematic regions.

General Observations

A comparison of seedlings grown in the different solu-

tions shows some peculiarities of external structure. Seedlings

kept in tap water show very slight swellings due to rudimentary

lateral roots within a centimeter of the tip. m seedlings of

the calcium- magnesium solution the rudimentary roots are less

prominent and farther removed from the tip. In the ether solution

rudimentary roots become much more prominent and seem somewhat

nearer the tip than those in tap water.

The general effect of ether, and of calcium and magnesium

upon the growth of the roots is shown in the following table

•

The sum total of the initial lengths, and the sum total of increase

in length of all roots grown respectively in tap water, in .4 per-

cent ether solutions, and in solutions containing .8 percent mag-

nesium chloride and 1 percent calcium chloride are here expressed
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in millimeters. The seedlings in ether solution show a decrease

in the percentage of growth while those under calcium-magnesium

influence show a considerably larger amount of growth than those

kept in tap water*

Table I.

Table comparing the percentage of the total increase in J,
ie

length of roots in tap water, in .4$ ether solution, and in .07%

MgClr+.ir/o CaClo solution*

: Solution :

Uumber :

of :

Roots :

Total :

Initial :

Length :

Total :

Increase :

in Lengtli :

Total :

Percentage of :

Growth :

: Tap V/ater 85 : 2690 mm. : 1303 mm* : 48.4 % :

: .4% Ether : 29 : 1137 mm. : 495 ram. : 43.3 <p :

:.07# MgCl2+

:.ll % CaCl£ : 51 : 1848 mm. : 1055 mm* : 56.5 %
':

A study of the relation of the initial lengths of roots

to the total amount of growth leads to the conclusion that while

the amount of material suitable for translocation is greater in

older roots the percentage of such material is less than in the

younger tips.

In Table II the roots used in all experiments on normal

starvation are classified in groups according to initial length.
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uroup A includes all tips from fifteen to thirty millimeters,

group J3 all from thirty to forty millimeters, and group C all from

forty to sixty millimeters.

Table II

Showing relation of initial lengths of roots to total amount

and percentage of growth-

(J-roup :

Included
Lengths :

of Koots :

Uumber :

Seedlings :

Pleasured :

Total :

Initial :

Length :

Average :

Initial :

Length :

Total :

, Increase :

in Length :

A : 15-30 mm. : 46 : 967 mm. 21 . mm

•

565 mm.

:

B : 30-40 mm. : 12 : 415 mm. : 34.5 mm* 204 mm. :

: C :: 40-60 mm. ; 27 :2690 mm. : 44.8 mm. : 1303 mm- :

(con.

)

: (iroup
: Average
: Increase
: In Length

: Percentage :

: Increase :

: in Length :

: A : 12.2 mm. : 58 u
/o

: B : 17. mm. : 49 °/o

: C : 19.2 mm. : 40 %
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Effects of Ether

Seedlings of vicia placed in solutions of three- tenths,

four-tenths, and five-tenths percent concentration respectively

gave so nearly the same results that it is not necessary to describe

the experiments here separately*

Microscopic study of the sections of tips from ether

solution killed the third day show a more vacuolate condition of

the cytoplasm than those exposed to inanition alone. The cyto-

plasm seems more coarsely granular, and quite frequently may he

seen collected about the nucleus giving it a ragged appearance.

The elongating cells of the plerome extend almost through

the formative region, reaching nearer the tip than in normal

starvation. Rows of small empty cells, and rows containing

diminutive nuclei appear just inside the cambial strands, while in

the central rows of pith cells the nuclei seem abnormally large

and stain very lightly. Deeply staining bars across the narrow

xylem cells are probably composed of dead nuclei under pressure.

The elongated nuclei in the cells near these have peculiarly dis-

tributed chromatin.

The cells of the tip are smaller than in normally starved

roots, and very few mitotic figures are evident in the formative

region. The mito bie figures of the cambial strands and in the

rudiments of secondary roots are more nearly normal than are those

of the formative region of the same tip. The cytoplasm is stained

in some cells as though chromatin substance ?/ere distributed through

it and considerable extruded nuclear substance appears as globules
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in the cytoplasm and in the vacuoles of the cells.

Many nuclei are irregular in shape with the chromatin

collected in masses. In the cells surrounding the small forma-

tive region the increased number of nucleoli give the same appear-

ance found in the sixth day of normal starvation. In the older

cells of the plerome many of the nucleoli are elongated and some

are dividing. The nucleoli diminish in size much more rapidly in

the older cells than in those of normally starved roots and many

seem to he extruded into the cytoplasm. Vacuoles are rare in the

nucleoli within the nuclei "but are often evident in those of the

cytoplasm.

Two nuclei may he found in a cell, or occasionally two

daughter nuclei in the second spireme stage may he seen with no

cell wall "between them. In certain cells in the diaster stage of

division small bodies resembling nucleoli may be seen where the

cell plate is forming. In one case these bodies are fused giving

the appearance of the elongated nucleoli of older cells. In one

cell a spherical body appears above and one below the nucleus with

slight connecting fibres between the nucleus and one of the bodies.

This is probably a condition resulting from arrested division*

Tips taken from the ether solution the ninth day show a

condition similar to that found in normal starvation in the same

length of time. The cells contain but little cytoplasm, the

nuclei are smaller and pressed to the walls. The nucleoli are

elongate and small in most cases. Cell walls are quite sinuous

as a result of a loss of turgidity. The tracheal vessels contain
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globules which probably are substances precipitated by the fixing

agents. The cells of the formative region have expanded and do

not seem crowded excepting in the extreme tip*

The duration of life does not seem different from that in

normal starvation. i find the limit in both to be about twenty

days.

Discussion

In the experiments in which starvation in ether solution

is proceeding we have a physiological action which in many respects

is a combination of the effects produced where each is taken alone.

The cells under the mild ether influence have increased

in number and decreased in size. The completion of division of

cells already in a dividing state has been hastened. in inanition

alone the third day shows mitosis progressing in almost a normal

condition. ±n ether solution the starving cells have completed

division by the third day with few exceptions. While ether has

acted as a stimulus hastening the mitotic process, the lack of food

substance has interfered with normal cell development in quantity

of cytoplasm and of nucleoplasm* Differentiation seems to have

taken place normally. We thus find the same number of cells which

would have been normally present in a mitotic condition the third

day, in a resting and differentiating condition, and dwarfed by the

lack of nourishment . This seems an exception to the rule of Kugen

schultz, namely, that increase and decrease in the size of an organ-

ism is a function of cell division and not a function of cell size.
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This rule stated differently implies that lessening the size of an

organism lessens the number and not the size of the cells contained

within the organism. In the starved roots from the ether solution

the number of cells remains practically constant to the number

under normal conditions while the size of the cells decreases as

the size of the root decreases.

Although an occasional mitotic figure is present in the

specimens killed the fifth and sixth days, cell division is not

sufficiently active to account for the growth of one or two centi-

meters made within the first five days of starvation. That the

lengthening is not due to further cell division may be determined

not only by the few mitotic figures present, but by the replacement

of a large part of the formative region by the region of elongation

which comes within a few cell rows of the extreme tip'^

Buscalioni^* must have observed something of this which

led to his statement that "amitosis leads to tissue-building".

The continued lengthening of the root in the absence of mitosis

agrees in one phase with the observations of .buscalioni. The

growth takes place in the absence of mitotic figures. -tLowever,

the rare cases where there seems a possibility of direct division

taking place, as two nuclei separated by a cell plate and no

spindle fibres present, may be explained by the fact that in the

gradual decline of the life processes, normal cell division is

arrested in its progress, and that one of the first visible evidence

of its arrest is the interference with the normal functioning of

the spindle fibres. This leaves the newly formed daughter nuclei

to round off and complete their formation while the cell ulate is
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left without the means of obtaining the necessary substance to com-

plete the construction of the cell wall: These cases of two

nucleated cells are so rare that the lengthening of the root can-

not "be accounted for by means of amitosis, even did it seem other-

wise plausible.

The formative region is perceptibly smaller due to the

elongation of cells and to the lack of dividing cells. While our

limiting factors interfere with further mitosis, they do not pre-

vent the deposition of material in the v/alls of fully formed cells.

This material, doubtless, is furnished from the cytoplasm ana the

nucleus as in normal growth. The diminution in size of the nuclei

as the cells grow older, and their extreme minuteness in various

rows of cells would give evidence that a heavy draft for food-

materials is made upon them. This would indicate that the lengthen

ing of the root is due to the transformation of these materials into

cell walls.

While this elongation has continued for the same relative

length of time as in normal starvation, the total increase in length

is less, as may be seen in the preceding table. This result is

pm accordance with Gerassimow's statement that etherization makes

the cells physiologically weaker.

Pfeffer
6
believes that the poisonous action of ether is

due to loose chemical union with the protoplasm. It is probable

that this combination takes place with the ectoplast producing a

membrane of greater permeability to the diffusable molecules within

the cell, and at the same time a partial precipitation of substances
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in the cell sap may take place resulting in a decrease in turgor

and finally producing plasmolysis. Since cell division only takes

place in turgid cells a cessation of mitosis follows. if this

action is reversible, a slight change of temperature, or other con-

ditions, would permit the cell substances to return to a normal

state and mitosis would be resumed, as has been found by Pfeffer ,

TIathansohn ^, and others.

Ether seems to emphasize the effect of starvation upon

the nucleoli; or perhaps, hastens the metabolic or chemical action

going on within them. By the third day of subjection to ether

influence the nucleoli have increased in number far more than under

normal starvation in the same length of time. They are irregular

in shape, many are flattened, and some are in the budding condition

The quantity of nucleolar substance, however, seems less than in

normal starvation. The derivatives of the nucleolar substance may

be more diffusable under the ether influence, and the chemical re-

action causing its decomposition may thus be kept up a greater

length of time. This may be true whether these derivatives are

used in tissue building or are cast off as waste material. The

decrease in the size takes place both in the nucleoli of the nucleu

and of the cytoplasm. A decrease in the number and size of the

nucleoli seems to precede the decrease in the size of the nuclei, -

an indication that both are used to supply material for tissue-

building.

An argument in favor of considering the action of ether

as chemical combination and not catalytic action nor physical ab-

sorption may be found in the fact that mitosis is affected to a
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greater degree in the formative region than in the cambial strands

and in the rudiments of secondary roots. Evidently chemical union

is taking place nearest the region of absorption. The increased

size of the external swellings due to the rudiments of the second-

ary roots also shows that growth is less affected than in the tip.

Were the ether merely a catalytic agent we should expect that its

activity would not he limited to the area nearest its place of ab-

sorption, and if it vzere a case of physical absorption the simple

laws of diffusion in solution would carry it equally to all parts.

9
In Zalaski's study of the action of ether upon the

transformation of albumen in etiolated seedlings, he found that more

albumen moved from the cotyledons into the axis than under ordinary

conditions. His experiments show that either there is less break-

ing down of albumen while ether causes its strong diffusion through

the membranes, or that the albumen broken up into simpler comifunds

for transportation is rapidly regenerated in the plant cell under

the influence of ether. in his experiments with lupines regenera-

tion could be proven only in very young embryos, but he obtained

quite convincing results with wheat seedlings. Since chromatin

is a proteid substance, a greater or less amount of chromatin may

indicate a like increase or decrease in the albumen content of the

cell. While it is difficult to determine the relative quantity

of chromatin by the method of staining and it is practically im-

possible to decide by the color intensity the chromatin content in

various slides, 1 believe that the relative sizes of nuclei will

give a fair estimate in regard to the rmount of chromatin in the
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etherized seedlings, compared to those of normal conditions.

That the nuclei are much smaller and consequently the chromatin

content much less is quite evident. I, therefore, conclude that

in seedlings of the size used, and with the solutions of the

strengths used in these experiments alhumcn regeneration does not

take place.

On the other hand, plasmolysis of the cells shows that

exosmotic action is increased by the ether solution, confirming

Zalaski ' s statement, namely, that ether causes strong osmosis of

albumen and of carbo-hydrates in the cell*

Effects of Calcium and Magnesium

Several experiments were tried using the several percent-

ages of calcium and magnesium salts in solutions that were found

most advantageous to growth by Llay^ in his experiments with lupines

and with wheat seedlings. The solutions which gave the best re-

sults with vicia faba contained eight hundredths of a gram-molecule

of magnesium chloride and one-tenth of a gram-molecule of calcium

chloride made up in tap water to one liter. under the most favor-

able conditions the increase in growth of seedlings in this solu-

tion was quite remarkable. As may be seen in Table I, the increas

in length of normally starved roots is forty-eight and four-tenths

percent while that of seedlings in the magnesium-calcium solution

is fifty-six and five-tenths percent of the initial length.

Measurements of roots grown in this solution show that they not

only exceed in length those of the tap water and of the ether solu-
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tions, but growth continues for at least a day after it has ceased

in the roots of the other solutions. In contrast to the effect

of the ether solution which weakens the cells physiologically the

magnesium-calcium solution evidently strengthens them*

Though not so small as in the formative region of the

tips grown in ether solution, . the .size of the cells in the tips of

the magnesium-calcium solution is less than in normal seedlings,

and the region of elongation extends almost through the formative

region.

Microscopic examination of the formative region of these

seedlings fixed the third day, reveals a condition similar to that

found in well-fed plants grown under favorable conditions. The

cytoplasm is a trifle more vacuolate. "There vacuoles occur Uiey

are small, and several surround the nucleus which is large and full

and located in the center of the cell. The proportion of resting

nuclei seems large and ;nany of them contain two nucleoli of the

size found in normal cells. The seeming anomaly of the smaller

percentage of dividing nuclei, while increase in length continues

beyond that of normally starved tips, may be explained by the fact

that the translocation of materials has been facilitated and this

has made possible a more rapid construction of nucleo-proteids

necessary for nuclear growth and division in the formative region,

and thus the supply from ihe older cells of the root is soon ex-

hausted' however, more material available for tissue formation

is now in the cells of this region than is present in the seme lengtl

of time in normal starvation. Doubtless, the presence of magnesium
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keeps the movable materials still in a condition for nuclear and

cytoplasmic construction after the supply is too limited to keep

up the process of division. Thus the period of elongation is

increased and the growth of the root continues longer than in the

process of normal starvation. Large nuclei of the lower pith

cells stain deeply in contrast to cells of the same region from

ether solutions. This indicates a greater amount of chromatin

present showing the fact of increased food translocation for its

formation.

nuclei in a dividing state show thick chromosomes. The

mitotic spindle is clearly defined and is distinctly bi-polar with

few exceptions while cell-plates form normally

Many cells contain two nucleoli equal in size to those of

similar cells in the normal tip. The number of small nucleoli

derived from the fundamental nucleolus found in older cells are as

few in number as in normal cells.

Many large nucleoli may be found outside the nucleus.

These all appear on the same side of the nuclei indicating that they

were taken out by the knife; but this fact in itself shows them to

be of a firmer consistency, since this condition was not found to

this extent in the normal, in the normally starved, or in the tips

of the ether solution"

ihis denser form of nucleoli retain their globular form,

regain in larger vessels, show less "budding", and do not disappear

in older cells. the varying consistency of the nucleoli may also

be seen in the tips from ether solutions by the fact that they are
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less dense as shown by elongation, and by "the formation of a

greater number of small nucleoli which disappear as the cell grows

older. This variation in density of the nucleolus may serve to

throw light upon the food relations of the nucleoli • The cells

from well-fed roots and from those in magnesium calcium solutions

which have a good supply of food substance in the tips shov; the

denser masses of nucleolar substance, while the normally starved

and those from ether solution having less available food substance,

show the nucleoli less dense in nature, mo-^e divided, and as 1'rofes

sor Hottes has shown, less in mass. This gives an argument in

support of :
Jaratore 1 s view that the nucleolus serves as the mota

bolic center of the nucleus.

Blackman 11 considers the plant cell a colloidal honey

comb, in which case this action of the nucleolus furnishes an ex-

ample of a colloidal solution of food materials in the nucleolar

substance. That the action is a physical process rather than a

chemical combination may be argued from the fact that the fundament

al, or parent, nucleus does not entirely disappear under any of

the experimental conditions here given, although it continues to

becomes smaller until the death of the cell, the rate of its de-

crease depending upon the character of the active agents in the

solutions

.

In contrast to the formative region the older parts of

the roots give more evidence of inani ion than do those subjected

to starvation in tap water in the same time. The cytoplasm of

these cells is almost exhausted. Many nuclei are small with the
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chromatin unevenly distributed, and some have evaginations in the

nuclear membrane as though beginning to disintegrate. Many

nuclei of the periblem have a position on the lower side of the

cell instead of being pressed to the lateral walls as in normal

starvation. All of these observations lead to the conclusion that

materials are transported from the older cells to those in the

embTronic condition more completely, and more rapidly, under the

influence of the calcium and magnesium solution than occurs under

conditions of normal starvation.

In the experiments described in the prece ing pages the

constant limiting factor has been the small supply of food material

available to the growing seedling. In the gradual downfall of the

cell mitosis is the first vital process affected by this limitation*

That the nuclei remain normal in size for a short time after the

cessation of mitosis shows that anabolisra is still in progress and

may proceed with less food than the process of division. Elonga-

tion of cells continues while nuclei are decreasing in size which

shows that tissue-building continues after the balance between

anabolism and catabolism has been lost. inspiration, doubtless,

continues until the ectoplasts are broken down and the loss of

turgor results, which is designated by iilackman as the death-point*

Summary

1. The average increase in length of normally starved

tips varies directly with the initial lengths, and the percentage

increase in length varies inversely with the initial lensctb.
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2. Ether, in the given solutions, hastens the process of

mitosis, but lessens the growth in length of the root. This

agrees with ^erassimow' s view, namely, that ether causes the cell

to "become physiologically weaker.

5. The greater length of seedlings grown in calcium-

magnesium solutions shows that these elements in these proportions

have a tonic effect and thus the cells are made physiologically

stronger.

4. cells from ether solutions are smaller in size than

those grov.n under normal conditions, proving an exception to the

rule of r/ugen schultz, namely, that increase and decrease in the

size of an organism is not a function of cell size.

5. A decrease in the number and size of the small

nucleoli of the older cells from the ether solutions, precedes the

decrease in size of the nuclei while the cells are elongating.

This is an indication that both nuclei and nucleoli are used in

tissue-building.

6. && indication that the action of ether upon the

protoplasm is a chemical one is found in the continued mitosis

within rudimentary lateral roots after division has ceased in the

tip, where the ether first gained entrance.

7. Plasmolysis of the cells shows that exosmosis of

albumen may take place under ether influence as stated by Lalaski*

8. That regeneration of albumen under ether influence,

as found by Lalaski in wheat seedlings, does not take place in

Vicia faba under the experimental conditions here given is shown

by the reduced quantity of chromatin in the nuclei*



/
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. The normal features of the cells of the formative

region with the depleted appearance of the older cells in the

region of differentiation give evidence in support of Loews views

that calcium and magnesium used in the given proportions

facilitate^ the translocation of food materials.

10. -he variation in density of the nucleolus gives

support to one phase of the argument of Paratore, namely, that the

nucleolus serves as the metabolic center of the nucleus.
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